
Home Automation

Click! NiceWay 

takes care of your home.



A gesture is all you need to make

the whole house move.
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Nice Design

Gates, garage doors, 

awnings and rolling shutters

are always under control 

with Nice, as irrigation 

and garden lighting.

Automation systems, which are easy 

to install and use, can be created 

for the entire house, without having 

to design and produce sophisticated 

and costly home systems: 

Nice is the simplest system to create

a coordinated automation system 

in any type of home, office, 

hotel and public building. 

Choosing Nice means guaranteeing 

• the utmost performance;  

• the latest and most advanced

technology; 

• the most practical 

and innovative design.



A Nice system 

for the management

of automation

systems, lights

and irrigation

offers the utmost

living comfort.

The NRC system

avoids the costs

and upheaval 

of building

operations or 

the application 

of unsightly

conduits to run

control cables.

With Nice you can automate

any kind of gate or garage door:

light or heavy, for residential 

or intensive use. 

Nice has always the ideal solution

for you: you won’t get wet when 

it rains, and leave the car with the

engine on in the middle of the road

because you have to jump out 

to open or close the gate and

garage; and you won’t have 

to worry if you have left the gate

open with the kids or dog around

that can run into the road…

In short, many worries less...

A simple click for the

management of awnings 

and rolling shutters: 

the Nice automation system does

it all alone, even when you are

away, measuring the intensity 

of the sun and the strength of 

the wind, obeying all your orders 

at the times you set. 

Simple and fast programming,

easy installation and versatile

options when upgrading

automation systems in the case 

of restoration work or in new

buildings, for perfect light control.

Nice offers simple and practical

solutions, developed to improve 

your well-being at home, ideal

both in new buildings and in 

all types of restoration work.

A single system.

Or rather, many.



Nice

If the house, the office, 

the public building, or even 

the hotel have many automation

systems, you can imagine how

much time you could save by

activating, together or in groups,

each automation system of one

or several buildings connected

together, with the certainty

that it is done as you intended.

Is jumping up in the air every

morning and every evening

to lift and lower the roller gates

of the shop and getting 

your hands covered in grime 

your ideal pastime? 

Installing a Nice automation

system is simple, fast 

and increases your security.

There are many vehicle access

control systems for apartment

blocks and companies from the

simplest to the most sophisticated.

You choose who enters, and only

on the days and at the times that

you have set. Assured comfort

and peace of mind.



Nice is versatile.

Concealed

Nice presents its concealed

control: the ultra-compact

dimensions enable

all products in the miniaturised

Tag control range to be

installed inside standard 

wall-mounted plates.

The height of subtlety…

Combined, key or touch operated

Practical digital or lock type selectors,

or proximity systems to enter

and exit in total safety.

360° programming

and management

of automations

in your home!
Set times and modes

for activation of awnings and

shutters, while leaving gates or

garages open is now impossible.

Nice is here to reassure you,

inside and outside the home.

Control all the automation systems

with the “Group” 

and “Multiple group”

At night or when no-one is at

home, you may want to close all the

awnings and lower all the shutters;  

by associating all the previously created

groups it will be possible to activate 

all the automations from just one 

control device.



Nice

Automatic

With this timer each automation

system can be set as you prefer,

assigning the desired time and the

usage modes, to be woken up

by the early morning sun, protect

your geraniums from the midday sun,

or to open and close them all

at a particular time.

Climatic

If the wind picks up or the sun

is stronger than usual, Nice takes care

of this too: simple sensors instantly

detect the weather conditions

and retract the awnings and lower

the shutters even when you are out.

With just a click

Small, slim and coloured, ideal to carry

in your pocket, bag or use as stylish

key rings, or table-top or wall-mounted,

for control of the entire home at your

fingertips! These are the Nice radio

control systems, the choice is yours!



The Nice range has a wealth 

of solutions that use radio signals 

to simplify the installation, 

the programming and use 

of each automation.

NRC: freedom travels via radio.



Nice

The NRC system (Nice Radio

Connection), which avoids the costs

and upheaval of building operations 

or the application of unsightly conduits

to run control cables, make the

installation of any automation in new

constructions or already existing

buildings simpler and more 

cost effective.

Installation simplicity.

Radio connection of the Planotime 

timer, Nice radio control devices 

and Volo S-Radio sensors is possible

thanks to the receiver that is built 

into the motors.

The installer only has to worry about

securing the motor and connecting 

the 2 power supply wires!

The Nice Radio Connection 

is a comprehensive system: 

from remote or wall mounted controls, 

to weather sensors, to motors. 

Nice’s experience has allowed to develop

trustworthy products, with sophisticated 

and innovative functions that have 

no equal throughout the world.



NiceWay: many solutions,

just one gesture.

One of the NiceWay system

innovations consists in the

separation between the

transmitters and supports.

Eleven transmitter modules 

can be introduced into five 

different support models 

to create a flexible range 

of made-to-measure

solutions.



Nice

The module 

holder cover

The transmitter module

Wall or table shockproof holder Table shockproof holder

Squared wall plate

Rectangular wall plate

Modular

The NiceWay system 

is based on a number 

of transmitter modules 

that can be placed 

in five different 

holder models to

create a flexible range 

of made-to-measure

solutions.

Although the modules,

available from 1 to 80

groups or 240 channels,

are very small in size, 

they are extremely 

easy to operate.

Flexible

Choosing between 

the different available 

wall or table holders, 

every automation within

the house or garden 

can be operated 

in complete accord 

with the 433.92 MHz 

Nice Ergo, Plano, 

FloR and VeryVR 

systems, with which

NiceWay is fully

compatible.

Made-to-measure

To protect the electronic

parts from dirt and damp,

the rubber function 

buttons are incorporated 

in the actual body 

of the control modules. 

NiceWay can be used

anywhere in the home, 

in the garage, the living

room, the kitchen 

as well as the bathroom.

Professional

For a more professional

and practical use, 

the system can be

programmed by means 

of the handy Nice

palmtops.



WM006G

Module to control 6 Open-Stop-Close

automation systems either individually

or in multi-group mode

WM080G

Module to control 80 Open-Stop-Close

automation systems either individually 

or in multi-group mode and sun sensor

activation command

WM004G

Module to control 4 Open-Stop-Close

automation systems either individually

or in multi-group mode and sun

sensor activation command

WM001G

Module to control 1 Open-Stop-Close

automation system either individually

or in multi-group mode

WM002G

Module to control 2 Open-Stop-Close

automation systems either individually

or in multi-group mode

WM003G

Module to control 3 Open-Stop-Close

automation systems either individually

or in multi-group mode

WM003C1G

Module to control 3 step-by-step 

and 1 Open-Stop-Close 

automation systems

WM001C

Single channel module to control 

1 automation system

Possibility of memorising radio controls in Mode I: ON - OFF Mode II: ON/OFF - HOLD TO RUN - TIMER1 - TIMER2 

(for the Screen products MODO II programmation)

WM003C

Three channel module to control 

3 step-by-step automation systems

WM009C

Nine channel module to control 

9 Step-by-Step automation systems

Modules to control step-by-step automation systems

Hybrid module to control step-by-step and Open-Stop-Close automation systems

WM240C

Module to control 240 step-by-step

automation systems either individually

or in multi-group mode

Multi-channel display module

Modules to control Open-Stop-Close automation systems

NiceWay
Transmitter 

modules

Very small (only 41x41x10 mm) 

and practical, the 240 channel

module with display, which controls

80 groups and 70 multi-groups,

is ideal for the management 

of sophisticated systems. 

All the awnings, roller shutters 

and gates, as well as the office,

home and hotel irrigation 

and lighting systems in just 

14 g and 16 cm2!

The 1, 3, 6 and 9-channel modules

for the control of single automations,

groups or multi-groups. 

Each is available in various versions

that are specific to the Nice Screen

or Nice Gate range, or hybrid that

have been designed for group 

or individual control:

- awnings, roller shutters, roller gates;

- gates, industrial and garage doors,

barrier gate operators;

- lighting and irrigation systems.



Ondo
Portable, 

wall mounted

and table-top

supports

Portable, from table to wall

Ondo is the versatile NiceWay 

line support; the wall support 

with its simple magnetic fixing

system, transforms Ondo from

a comfortable portable transmitter

to an inconspicuous wall plate.

Ondo, made in a shiny dirt-resistant

plastic, has a rubber lower section

to improve grip and prevent slipping

when used on surfaces.

The transmitter module can be

inserted so that Ondo can be used

both in width and in length to increase

the personalisation possibilities.

The wall support

with magnetic fixing

Stone
Portable 

and table-top

supports

Fetching and practical

With Stone the radio control 

device becomes even more

functional and catching.

In shock-proof rubber to completely

protect the transmitting module, 

fully directional for greater reception,

Stone is available in neutral or bright

colours so as to perfectly blend 

into modern or elegant homes.  

Comfortable anywhere

Resistant to the most violent 

of shocks and garden humidity,

Stone is always easy to find, 

be it on the living room or office

coffee table, on the kitchen 

worktop, in the bathroom 

or on the side of the pool.



WR rectangular

wall plate

WS squared

wall plate

Opla 
Wall supports

Inconspicuous, fetching 

and functional

Extremely slim - as is the plate 

itself - the transmitter inserted 

into the Opla wall plate permits 

to inconspicuously and fetchingly

add additional control points 

without having to perform 

any building operations.

The NiceWay Opla wall plates 

are available in the square Opla-S

version and the rectangular Opla-R

version and in many different colours.

Just 10 mm

thick

Go 
Mini cover

Go Nice!

Snugly in the pocket! 

Every NiceWay transmitter really

becomes portable with the Go

support: the maximum performance

to manage up to 240 channels 

from anywhere and with the

maximum compactness.

Made of shock-proof rubber, 

in different and exclusive colours, 

Go protects the module from 

the most severe of knocks.

Go can be hung anywhere and can

also be used as a key-ring thanks 

to the tie that is included in the pack.

In shock-proof rubber,

miniaturized

(46x46x15 mm)



220V

220V

220V

220V

TTX4

Recessed transmitter

with mains power supply.

Ideal for the control 

of automations not directly

accessible from cable

controls.

TT2N

Miniaturised control unit 

for control of a 230 Vac 

motor up to 450 W, 

with built-in radio receiver.

TT2L

Miniaturised control unit 

for control of lighting

systems, with built-in 

radio receiver.

TT2D

Miniaturised control unit 

for control of lighting

systems from multiple

points, with built-in radio

receiver and switch.

Tag 
Concealed 

radio control

systems

The invisible touch

Nice presents its concealed control:

the ultra-compact dimensions

enable all products in the

miniaturised Tag control range 

to be installed inside standard 

wall-mounted plates.

The height of subtlety…

The new Tag system 

disappearing inside standard 

wall mounted plates and suitable

to confined spaces, are ideal 

for restorations and upgrades

of existing systems to control 

home automations, lighting 

points and all loads up to 450 W

otherwise not directly accessible 

from cable controls. 

All without the need to replace 

the existing system or involve 

building work!
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www.niceforyou.com

Headquarters

Nice SpA

Oderzo TV Italia

Ph. +39.0422.85.38.38

Fax +39.0422.85.35.85

info@niceforyou.com

Nice in Italy

Nice Padova

Sarmeola di Rubano PD Italia

Ph. +39.049.89.78.93.2

Fax +39.049.89.73.85.2

infopd@niceforyou.com

Nice Roma

Roma RM Italia

Ph. +39.06.72.67.17.61

Fax +39.06.72.67.55.20

inforoma@niceforyou.com

Nice Worldwide

Nice France

Buchelay France

Ph. +33.(0)1.30.33.95.95

Fax +33.(0)1.30.33.95.96

info@fr.niceforyou.com

Nice France Sud

Aubagne France

Ph. +33.(0)4.42.62.42.52

Fax. +33.(0)4.42.62.42.50

infomarseille@fr.niceforyou.com

Nice France Rhône Alpes

Decines Charpieu France

Ph. +33.(0)4.78.26.56.53

Fax +33.(0)4.78.26.57.53

infolyon@fr.niceforyou.com

Nice Belgium

Leuven (Heverlee) Belgium

Ph. +32.(0)16.38.69.00

Fax +32.(0)16.38.69.01

info@be.niceforyou.com

Nice Deutschland

Gelnhausen Deutschland

Ph. +49.(0)6051.91.520

Fax +49.(0)6051.91.52.119

info@de.niceforyou.com

Nice España Madrid

Mostoles Madrid España

Ph. +34.(0)9.16.16.33.00

Fax +34.(0)9.16.16.30.10

info@es.niceforyou.com

Nice España Barcelona

Sant Quirze del Valles

Barcelona España

Ph. +34.(0)9.37.84.77.75

Fax +34.(0)9.37.84.77.72

info@es.niceforyou.com

Nice Polska

Pruszków Polska

Ph. +48.(022).759.40.00

Fax +48.(022).759.40.22

info@pl.niceforyou.com

Nice Portugal

Mem Martins Portugal

Ph. +351.21.922.82.10

Fax +351.21.922.82.19

info@pt.niceforyou.com

Nice Romania

Cluj Napoca Romania

Ph./Fax +40.(0)264.453.127

info@ro.niceforyou.com

Nice Turkey

Kadikoy Istanbul Turkey

Ph. +90.216.456.34.97

Fax +90.216.455.78.29

info@tr.niceforyou.com

Nice UK

Sutton in Ashfield

United Kingdom

Ph. +44.16.23.55.00.86

Fax +44.16.23.55.05.49

info@uk.niceforyou.com

Nice Australia

Wetherill Park Australia

Ph. +61.(0)2.96.04.25.70

Fax +61.(0)2.96.04.25.73

info@au.niceforyou.com

Nice China

Shanghai P. R. China

Ph. +86.21.575.701.46/45

Fax +86.21.575.701.44

info@cn.niceforyou.com

Nice USA

Jacksonville Florida USA

Ph. +1.904.786.7133

Fax +1.904.786.7640

info@us.niceforyou.com
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Nice: the right answer

to any automation need!
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